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Siegedy etal. 2013]

Iflustration from [Explaining and Harnessing Adversarial Examples, Goodfelfour etal, 2014)

cationproblem setting

A Inputx G Rd 3
p isthe joint distribution

Label/class
y
t D1, 4Don (x,y)

* Dataset (xi,yil ·.
A Newal Network:

↳ Feature
map 9: x ERP vs g(x) G RY

g(x) =on)Wnom. (WmOr
... (on(selll)

where weis the weightmatrixfor layer f
or isthe activation function for layer f

Notation:g(m), =outputlactivation of layerI
↳ NN:h(x) =

argmax g(x)
k =1,.,k



Amalexample

A an adv example je
adv

isa perturbed version of a
clean exx:

2
adv

=x +8 8 =perturbation
* Small pertrbation:11SII. C

A Goat=misclassification -> h(xad) + h(x)

Attacks
-

The underlying optim pb to find the optimal perturbation S ishard

=>Several algos using different strategies
* FGSM, PGD

* CW ) inhäte -box

* Boundary - black-box

↳characteristicsof attacks

① They work really well

② They transfer between architectures

③ They can be on-manifold telage usefulageaturesthe
data

1098 -manifold
④ They are less efficientagainsthighly regularized NNS/ smooth decision boundary



② aypothesis
a) servations

A Preening
-> NNs are over-parametrized
-

proming do not hinder
accuracy (The lottery ticket hypothesis:

finding sparse, tainable NNs, Franckle Carbin, 2018]

=>) Only a subset of parameters are really important for inference
Son clean iputs)

=>Clean impacti use highway edges

* Adversariat examples

-> They can use under-optimized parameters/edges (off-manifold)
ie more diffuse paths

b) hypothesis

e
Clean us adv examples induce differences inthe topological structure of
theirrespective induced graph because adv (and not clean impots) leverage
under-optimized edges



③ExtractingTopological Features

aledGraph

* Idea:represent the
way an inputse traverses

a NN
g

* Induced graph:G(x,g) =(v, E)

V =41,2, . .
. ,nt.. +m3 where

me =nb neuron in layer t
E =4(r,v,w])} where w is the weight

-> tonear layer:cb= 1 (ge(x)]= (We)1

-> generalize to all architecture types leg ResNet) and layers leg convolutionall

* Illustration:

A trained NA Computing the
passage of a Induced graph G(n,g):

I
1

+ReLU
.Relu

a =

1).et .
20

x =

(i)

b)SUnder-optimized Edges
* Wy?- according to the hypothesis, they are sufficient

-> complexity: NNs have
way

to
many neurons/edges

↓ ? -> definition from [Deconstructing Lottery Tickets:Zeros, signs and the supermask,
Thou et al., 2019]



-> An edge (0,2) is under-optimized ifits weighthas not changed
much during training to 1(We)r,r- (winit].1 < quantile (q)

-> So we keep only a fraction qof edges

c) Diagrams

* Caphs considered:thresholded induced graph 69(,g)

* Weights:Triv--Iwr,vI so thathighest-weighted edges appear first

* Filtration:natural one based on weightvalue

-> Atimet e R., the considered graph isG4 (s,g)
where 619 (x, g) =(4, Eil with Ex =d(u,v,wr,r) (Er, t}

-E



④m:Deferentiating aleet

almativeResults

A Summary:I have a collection of persistence diagrams fo
1) adv inputs
2) clean inputs

* Simple idea: count the nb of pointsin the PDS - all points

-> infinitely-lived ones



b)beadvexamples

A Nb of points is a limited strategy

↓
setting, the resultsare bad

In
thismon complicated

* being aff the information provided by PD. => detection

-> One-class SVM ie a unsupervised (the algo only sees clean PDs during

taining

* relevantbernet on PDS -> Sticed-Wasserstein

Kernet (Sticed - WassersteinKernet for Persistence

Diagnam;Callière, Cuturi a Oudst, 2017]
-> Performance metric:Arc (Area Under the Roc carvel to

take
-> Comparison with SOTA:ALID

2) Mahalanobis

3) Baselinefrom the induced graph =RG

-> features are a vector, elementsare the weights

of G(x,g)



* Main results

c)AdilResults

A still performanton AT networks



* selecting Under-optimized edges is the good strategy

* Pruning can improve robestness

Position:Vclass k -> 41, RD, Iimputfeature index; t$1, no

un =EsY

where

E
X is the setof active paths from; to ke

*(a) =(Welrecal, rical is
the productof weights
inpath a

..
=>ula isa proxy for the vulnerability of class he wat

inputfeature j.

The norm of the Jacobian matrix 3(,g)=(*3n) is a general

proxy for the robestness to perturbations once -> Reducing the cardinality of
a should help
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